
Every Shepard’s® report includes “Followed by” analysis for your holdings. The more your holding is followed by 
other cases and courts, the stronger its precedential value. Holdings that are not followed may have less precedential 
value. KeyCite® and BCiteSM do not have “Followed by” analysis.

The easiest way to see your holdings’ precedential value is the Citing Decisions Grid, another Shepard’s exclusive:

“Followed by” analysis, only on Shepard’s, also makes it easy to find additional cases and courts supporting your 
holding. Use these three simple steps to get a list of cases following yours:

1.  Shepardize®: click Shepardize at the top of every case

2.  Tab: select the Citing Decisions tab

3.  Filter: click Followed by under the Analysis filter

You can also find law reviews, journals and other documents citing your holding using Shepard’s.

1.  Shepardize: click Shepardize at the top of every case

2.  Tab: select the Citing Law Reviews, Treatises… tab

3.  Filter: click Law Reviews under the Content filter

Only Shepard’s® shows you the strongest precedents: 

Quickly find additional supporting authority: 

Click Grid under the Citing Decisions tab  
to view the Citing Decisions Grid.

Only in Shepard’s: 
“Positive” means 
“Followed.” This case 
has been followed 
more than 1,000 times, 
demonstrating strong 
precedential value.

Only Shepard’s® Citations Service shows you all three: the holdings 
with the strongest precedential value, additional authority supporting 
your holdings and the weaknesses in your opponent’s arguments.

Find More Support for Your 
Arguments with Shepard’s®
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You need to be able to spot the holes in your opponent’s arguments, and Shepard’s makes it easy with the Table of 
Authorities tab and the Appellate History Map.

Shepard’s Table of Authorities shows if a case supporting a holding your opponent is relying on has received 
negative analysis. For example, your opponent cites 860 F.2d 834 to support an argument. Use these steps to check 
the value of the case:

     Shepardize®: click Shepardize    at the top of 860 F.2d 834

      Tab: select the  
Table of Authorities tab

      Filter: click Following  
under the Analysis filter

Spot weaknesses in your opponent’s arguments:

Shepard’s Appellate History Map shows you if a case supporting your opponent’s argument has been Reversed by 
a higher court. After Shepardizing™ your opponent’s case click Map under the Appellate History tab.

The star on the map 
indicates the case 
you Shepardized™.

Indicates that 860 F.2d 834 is 
following a holding from the 
Trans World case.

Indicates that a holding from 
the Trans World case may have 
negative analysis by other courts.

Indicates that the holding 860 F.2d 
834 is following has significant 
discussion in the Trans World case.

You can see that your opponent is  
relying on a case that was Reversed by 
the United States Supreme Court.

Find More Support for Your Arguments with Shepard’s®
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